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SÍNTESE: REVISTA DE FILOSOFIA ADERE A UMA LICENÇA

NÃO COMERCIAL 4.0 INTERNACIONAL -  CREATIVE COMMONS

PHILOSOPHY AS RADICAL SOCIAL CRITIC: 

SUPPORTING COMMON PEOPLE AGAINST STRONG 

INSTITUTIONALISM AND SYSTEMIC POLITICS

Filosofía como crítica social radical: ayudando la gente común a hacer frente al 
institucionalismo fuerte y a la política sistémica

Abstract: I argue in this paper that the main task of contemporary philosophy 
as radical social critic is to face all institutional and systemic powers that mo-
nopolize social evolution and institutional legitimation, denying not only an 

society. Therefore, philosophy as social critic and political praxis must overcome 

institutionalism as well as the systemic explanation of institutions as the central 

 Philosophy. Social Critic. Political Praxis. Spontaneity. Institutionalism.

Resumen:

práxis
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Introduction 

Plato’s and Aristotle’s philosophies are directly practical or political phi

praxis praxis

to the theory: theory returns always and always to the political praxis
praxis

In a general sense

syndrome of the strong univer-
salism

condition sine qua 
non

Palavras Clave: Filosofía. Crítica Social. Práxis Política. Espontaneidad. Institu-
cionalismo.
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praxis

losophy is a spontaneous praxis

 

but they are in a very important manner spontaneous action correlatively 
to

praxis

praxis

 and 

ory is an institutionalized praxis praxis
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we are in

cal praxis

praxis

praxis raised 

praxis
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praxis

philosophy is a political praxis

praxis

Realpolitik

and systemic social dynamics that undermine democracy and inclusion in 

 

restricted

praxis

as common sense
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in relation to common sense and political praxis as science does

Le

but for the philosophy 
and philosophers too

as instrument

praxis: the vital praxis

praxis

praxis
praxis

praxis
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praxis
 praxis

praxis

Deep sp

praxis
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praxis is 
associated to a pure science without any commitment with common sen

praxis

praxis and 

ments than its very own instru
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which it is

par excellence 
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-
dures, and authorized community

political praxis

subordination to contemporary scientism make 

praxis
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Philosophy as radical social critic

criteria 

criteria

Concepts as essence being god pure reason or communicative action have 

praxis

a normative umbrella
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normative umbrella

beyond our apparent

think and act rationally

neutral, impartial

normative umbrella
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this 
people  act and ground

praxis
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But why scientis

according to systemic 
internal rules

substitute spontaneous democratic political praxis

praxis

philosophy makes philosophy institutionalist
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praxis
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because of

as objective and neutral science can 

democracy and don’t represent
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praxis

philosophy does not want to become common sense and made by com

praxis 
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in that philosop

self

praxis

the everyday common sense and then the politics in its pure spontaneity 

common people can promote and protect common sense and common 
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mocratic political praxis
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cal praxis

praxis
clusive and spontaneous democracy remains both to the construction and 

praxis

praxis
philosophical constitution and strive consist on a radical contraposition 

Conclusion: against strong institutionalism and 

systemic logic

praxis
praxi

social evolution and 
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evolution must be a democratic inclusive praxis

critic and an inclusive democratic political praxis

praxis
an arena and instrument to common people tal
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everyday inclusive democratic praxis
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